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Yellow, black, or gray,
they all are poisonous to our dismay.
Alike to upstairs neighbor phosphorous,
arsenic can freak anywhere of course.
Released from volcanoes, coming from the earth,
it is how these metals came to birth.
Eaten and rubbed to improve complexion,
by women to have a nice reflection.
Used by the royal kings to kill,
their commands it would fulfill.
Herbicides, semiconductors, paints and dyes back then,
used as wood preservative and medicine time and again.
They’re with us and makes us unfit,
This is how we came across these culprits.
Now we have made a resolution,
So that there is no confusion.
To drive the devil out of water,
to avoid any more slaughter.
For this we disguised clay,
to make it their slayer.
The culprit was caught between the layers,
And thus could make no more flares.
Upon the surface it was to realize,
There were organic moieties to hypnotize.
The mission has come to an accomplishment,
As there’s only negligible in solution left.
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